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Abstract
Grain orientation and competition during growth has been analyzed in directionally solidified multi-crystalline silicon samples. In situ and real-time characterization of the evolution of the grain structure during growth has been performed using synchrotron X-ray imaging techniques (radiography and topography). In addition, Electron Backscattered Diffraction has been used to reveal the crystalline orientations of the grains and the twin relationships. New grains formed during growth have two main origins: random nucleation and twinning. It is demonstrated that the solidified samples are dominated by $\Sigma_3$ twin boundaries showing that twinning on {111} facets is the dominant phenomenon. Moreover, thanks to the in situ characterization of the growth, it is shown that twins nucleate on {111} facets located at the sides of the sample and at grain boundary grooves. The occurrence of multiple $\Sigma_3$ twins during growth prevents the initial grains from developing all along the sample, and twin boundaries with higher order coincidence site lattices can form at the encounter of two grains in twin position. The grain competition phenomenon following nucleation and twinning acts as a grain selection mechanism leading to the final grain structure.

1. Introduction

In the last few years, the evolution of the economic energy market has resulted in a considerable introduction of various renewable energies and technologies in daily life. The photovoltaic industry is one answer to the urgent need for renewable energies but faces competition from carbon and other renewable energies. In this context, recent work has focused on the improvement of multi-crystalline silicon (mc-Si) which presents an interesting €/Watt ratio in the production of photovoltaic panels [1,2]. However, mc-Si has an extremely heterogeneous grain structure that directly affects the solar cell efficiency via defects such as grits [3], grain boundaries, impurity segregation [4] and dislocations [5,6]. The knowledge of solidification mechanisms is essential and allows control of the final grain arrangement, the occurrence of structural defects and thus the final solar cell efficiency.

To unveil solidification mechanisms during silicon growth, an original directional solidification device was designed, enabling in situ and real-time characterization of the growth to be performed using synchrotron X-ray imaging techniques [7]. These techniques have been successfully used in previous studies to deepen the understanding of the grain formation mechanisms in mc-Si. Grain boundary groove dynamics have been studied and were found to play a significant role in grain selection and competition during growth [8] in agreement with existing theories [9]. The occurrence of twins has also been characterized [10].

However, a key issue remains, which is the relationship between the observed growth mechanisms, the grain orientation and the grain boundary type. Indeed, various studies show that the crystalline quality of the ingot and the twin relationship between the grain boundary types can have a significant impact on the photoelectric properties [11,12]. Moreover, although it has been shown that $\Sigma_3$ twins have no major impact on the photovoltaic properties, the repetition of twinning has important consequences for the final grain structure and distribution of crystallographic orientations [13,14]. The grain orientation and the grain boundary coincidence site lattice (CSL)
have been previously studied in cast multi-crystalline silicon ingots by Electron Backscattered Diffraction (EBSD) [15,16]. In particular, the importance of twinning in the development of the grain structure has been highlighted for different solidification processes ranging from directional solidification [17] to ribbon growth [18].

In the present study, the grain structure formation in directionally solidified mc-Si samples has been characterized by correlating post mortem EBSD analyses with in situ X-ray imaging observations during growth, and the grain nucleation conditions as well as the grain competition during growth are discussed.

2. Experimental methodology

The directional solidification of thin mc-Si samples is carried out. The mc-Si samples from pure quality (6 N) are introduced in a high temperature furnace made of two resistive zones in a vacuum chamber. This experimental device is described in detail in [7,8,10]. The sample size is fixed at 5.6 × 38 mm² (length × width), and 300 μm in thickness. The experiments were performed at the ESRF (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility) on the BM05 beamline. Two X-ray imaging modes were used: X-ray radiography and X-ray topography (also called X-ray diffraction imaging). For both imaging modes, the solidifying sample was illuminated by a polychromatic (white) X-ray synchrotron beam (Fig. 1). To perform X-ray radiography (Fig. 1a), the beam was monochromated at 17.5 keV by a double Si(111) monochromator after crossing the sample and the images were recorded on a FReLoN CCD camera [19]. This allowed us to follow in situ and in real-time the evolution of the solid–liquid interface during growth with a large field of view (10 mm × 6 mm), sufficient spatial resolution (pixel size 7.46 μm × 7.46 μm) and temporal resolution (acquisition time 1 s). By this means, measurement of the solid–liquid interface growth velocity could be directly obtained.

To perform X-ray topography (Fig. 1b), the white beam was stopped by a beam-stopper consisting in a small copper plate positioned near the furnace exit window. Beams were diffracted by the solid grains in the sample according to Bragg’s law [19]. An X-ray sensitive film (AGFA Structurix D3-SC, 17.6 × 12.5 cm²) was placed 30.6 cm from the sample and exposed to the diffracted beams. A Laue diagram was thus recorded and the diffraction spots were examined after the experiment with an optical microscope (Olympus BX51WI). Each spot is identified by its diffraction vector g and Miller indices. It is worth specifying that one grain has several diffraction spots with different intensities depending on the crystallographic orientation of its diffracting planes and the energy of the diffracted beam. Furthermore, large diffraction spots were obtained because the synchrotron beam width and height were selected to correspond to the size of the sample. The large diffraction spots (also called topographs) are images that contain information on the individual grain shape and deformation. Several films were successively exposed during solidification so that the evolution of the different grains could be followed. X-ray topographs provide useful information on the growth of isolated grains and on the occurrence of twinning because the image of a twin will appear at different positions in the Laue diagram, except when the Miller indices of the diffraction spot corresponds to those of the twinning plane. More information on these X-ray imaging modes and techniques can be found in [10].

Several melting/solidification cycles were carried out on each sample. Directional solidification was obtained by applying a constant positive temperature gradient G between the two heaters, and a cooling rate R to both heaters. After the last solidification, chemical etching using CP4 solution (18 ml HF + 57 ml HNO3 + 25 ml CH3COOH) was performed to reveal the final grain structure of the samples. Finally, EBSD analysis was carried out in order to extract the three-dimensional orientation of each grain. The equipment used for this analysis was a JEOL JMS 6400 scanning electron microscope (SEM) coupled with an HKL EBSD camera, and the scanning step was 15 μm. Color grain orientation maps were generated with respect to the direction perpendicular to the sample surface and in the growth direction. Composite images of the etched sample and coincidence site lattice (CSL) order at the grain boundaries were also generated.

3. Results and discussion

In this part, we analyze EBSD and topography results obtained on two samples showing complementary growth and grain structure features. Fig. 2a shows an optical microscope image of the grain structure obtained after chemical etching of the first mc-Si sample. The temperature gradient applied was $G = 20 \pm 0.2$ K/cm. The solidification started after partial melting of the sample with an initial cooling rate of $R = 0.2 \pm 0.02$ K/min applied at a time $t_0$ for 20 min. After solidifying approximately 3 mm, the cooling rate was increased to $4 \pm 0.02$ K/min to finish the experiment. The measured growth rate was respectively $3.50 \pm 0.03 \mu m/s$ and $22 \pm 0.03 \mu m/s$.

The corresponding EBSD results are given in Fig. 2b–d. Fig. 2b represents the coincidence site lattice (CSL) order of the grain boundaries. Fig. 2c and d are the crystalline grain orientation maps in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface and in the growth direction, respectively. Each color represents a crystallographic orientation according to the colored triangle next to Fig. 2d. It can be seen that grain 1, with a (101) plane parallel to the growth direction, started to grow from the initial seed and was able to develop across the field of view. Grain 2 nucleated on the right part

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of synchrotron X-ray radiography and X-ray topography imaging techniques during directional solidification of a multi-crystalline silicon sample.
of the sample with a different crystallographic orientation. Grain 2 is actually in twin relation with grain 1 according to Fig. 2b. Successive twinning occurred during its growth, characterized by the alternation of two crystallographic orientations (Fig. 2c–d). The width of twinned grain 2 does not change significantly during its growth until it is blocked by the random nucleation of grains above it following the increase in cooling rate. It can be noted that all twin boundaries of grain 2 are of \( P_3 \) type in the growth direction (Fig. 2b). This corresponds to twins that nucleated on \( \{111\} \) facets and that are due to a \( 60^\circ \) (or equivalently \( 180^\circ \)) rotation around the normal to the facet. It is worth noticing that the \( \Sigma_3 \) type grain boundaries dominate, at more than 75% in the whole sample. \( \Sigma_9 \) and \( \Sigma_{27} \) types are also observed but do not exceed 5% and 6%, respectively. It is essential to note that these higher disordered twin boundaries appear mainly in two cases: at the encounter of two grains that previously nucleated with a \( \Sigma_3 \) type relationship from the same grain and at multiple nucleation events in the upper region due to the faster cooling rate. A good example of the former case is the encounter of grain 3, also holding a twin relation with grain 1, with the successive twins of grain 2 generating \( \Sigma_9 \) twin boundaries (Fig. 2b). It can also be noted that there is no growth competition between grains 1 and 3 whereas the growth of grain 1 was initially hindered by the growth of grain 2. This is due to the fact that grains 1 and 3 have the same crystallographic orientation in the growth direction. Their grain boundary is therefore parallel to the growth direction as previously reported by Tandjaoui et al. [8] and Duffar et al. [9].

Fig. 3 presents the optical image of the sample after solidification (Fig. 3a) and an image obtained from radiography by image processing to reveal the solid–liquid interface (Fig. 3b). More details about the image processing can be found in [10]. A grain boundary groove is visible at the solid–liquid interface in the close-up Fig. 3b. Fig. 3d–g shows close-ups of a diffraction spot with Miller indices \((T \bar{T} \bar{Z})\) collected at different instants during the solidification and corresponding to the twins of grain 2 in Fig. 2 and to the grain on the right side of Fig. 3b. More information on the development of this grain can be retrieved from the in situ and real-time observation of the topographs. It is worth noting that on topograph images the liquid is not observed because only the solid phase diffracts. The successive twins are immediately visible on these topographs from their striped appearance, which confirms that the crystals have the same crystallographic orientations after two successive twinning events. The upper part of the diffraction spots in Fig. 3d–f corresponds to the solid–liquid interface and the three upper twins are more developed in the growth direction on the right side. This triangular shape indicates that the nucleation of the twins occurred at the right hand side of the sample. After nucleation, the left side of the new grains had less time to develop in the growth direction because it first needed to grow from the right towards the center of the sample. This observation is in agreement with previous work [10] and confirms that twins do not nucleate uniformly on facets during successive twin growth. Many successive twins are also visible on the left side of the sample (Fig. 2). This can be explained by considering the fact that the sides of the sample where the liquid, the solid and the crucible meet during growth is a triple phase point where the heterogeneous nucleation of new grains is energetically favored [13].

Another experiment was selected to discuss complementary features related to the grain structure formation in mc-Si and is
melted sample. The initial temperature gradient was described in the following. In Fig. 4a, an optical microscope image of the grain structure of mc-Si sample of pure quality (6 N) is shown after solidification and after CP4 chemical etching. The grain structure obtained results from a solidification with a cooling rate of $0.02 \text{ K/min}$ applied to both heaters at $t_0$ from a partially melted sample. The initial temperature gradient was $G = 15 \pm 0.2 \text{ K/cm}$ and the measured growth rate was $23 \pm 0.03 \text{ μm/s}$.

The corresponding EBSD results are shown in Fig. 4b–d. Fig. 4b represents the coincidence site lattice (CSL) order of the grain boundaries. Fig. 4c and d are the crystalline grain orientation maps in the direction perpendicular to the sample surface and in the growth direction, respectively. Examination of these maps on Fig. 4c and d enables us to deepen our understanding of the phenomena occurring during growth while the grain structure is being established. In this experiment, twinned grain 7 nucleated on a (111) facet of grain 3. The multiple twines that nucleated during the growth of grain 7 are distinguished by the alternation between purple and red colors in Fig. 4d.

A grain competition mechanism is observed between grain 3 and grain 7. Twinned grain 7 grew to the detriment of grain 3 until the growth of the latter was finally stopped. The twinning of grain 7 with grain 3 led ultimately to a grain selection phenomenon. This grain competition is all the more rapid in this experiment as the (111) facet angle relatively to the growth direction is actually about 45°. This configuration should be avoided when one wants to grow ingots from a seed with a directional solidification process as for example in the mono-like growth method as shown in [18,20]. Moreover, grain 3 cannot extend on the right hand side since another grain has nucleated in the twin position (grain 8 in Fig. 4d).

Besides, it can be noticed that the presence of multiple twins did not disturb the growth of grain 7. In the same way, grain 1 nucleated on a facet in the gap left by grain 7 at the sides of the sample. Multiple twins nucleated also in grain 1 and easily extended in width. It is also interesting to observe the occurrence of grain 2 (Fig. 4d) which nucleated at the grain boundary groove formed at the encounter between grains 3 and 5. After nucleation, grain 2 entered into competition with grains 3 and 5 and was finally stopped by further grain nucleation.

An additional relevant point is the reproducibility in the grain boundary type proportion in comparison to the previous sample. In the present sample, twin boundaries are also dominant with $\Sigma^3$ grain boundaries in a proportion of more than 85%. It must be stressed that it is the case in all the samples we measured using EBSD after our experiments in spite of the different solidification conditions. In the work of Trempa et al. [20], they showed that grain boundaries in mono-like silicon ingots are mostly of $\Sigma^3$ type. Gallien et al. [15] and Voigt et al. [14] also studied the grain boundary type proportion in mc-Si cast wafers and they also observed that a majority of grain boundaries are twin grain boundaries. However, a higher proportion of high order CSL was obtained than in our results. In the study by Gallien et al. [15], $\Sigma^3$ grain boundaries did not exceed 48% and the maximum proportions observed of $\Sigma^9$ and $\Sigma^27$ were 15% and 6%, respectively. The solidification process in these experiments was different from our study since Gallien et al. studied ingots from cold crucible continuous casting, for which the solid–liquid interface is strongly convex because of the electromagnetic stirring [21] so that the growth direction varies along the interface. This has a high impact on grain competition and can explain the existence of many high CSL boundaries. In the case of Voigt et al. [14], mc-Si wafers of $5 \times 5 \text{ cm}^2$ in dimension were grown by classical directional solidification. In comparison to this work, the main difference is our
sample dimension (0.56 × 3.8 cm²) that may have an impact on this result. In fact, it can be expected that for samples of higher volume and thus longer growth length, multiple \( P_3 \) twinning and the encounter of \( P_3 \) twins that have nucleated on different grains will yield a higher proportion of high CSL as previously described in Fig. 2.

Another origin of higher order grain boundary type is the nucleation of a random grain. However, this is not the main mechanism observed in our experiments. The formation of higher order twin boundaries is mostly derived from an encounter of two twins of low order. This conclusion remains valid for most of processing parameters in our experiments.

Fig. 5 presents the EBSD orientation map along X direction after solidification (Fig. 5a) and an image obtained from radiography by image processing to reveal the solid–liquid interface (Fig. 5b). Several faceted grain boundary grooves are visible at the solid–liquid interface in the close-up Fig. 5b. Fig. 5d–i shows X-ray topographs that correspond to the same experiment. In Fig. 5d–f and Fig. 5g–i, the evolution of the spots noted A and B is shown, respectively. On spot A, grains 3 and 6 are identified. They are at the same diffraction position because they own the same crystallographic orientation, as can also be seen on the EBSD orientation map (Fig. 4). Moreover, multiple twins diffract also at this position and correspond to the areas colored in grain 7 (Fig. 4). In spot B, grains 1, 4 and 5 are identified and diffract at the same position because they have the same crystallographic orientation (Fig. 4).

Indeed, it is important to stress the fact that in topographs, several grain images can be superimposed because grains have the same crystallographic orientation or a common plane corresponding to the given diffraction spot but at the same time can be far from each other in the sample (for example grains 1, 4 and 5 in Fig. 5i).

From the evolution of diffraction spot A (Fig. 5d–f) and from the CSL map (Fig. 4b), we learn that the twins in grain 7 nucleated at the level of a \{111\} facet but also that the nucleation was non-uniform. The onset of nucleation was on the left side, corresponding to the grain boundary groove between grains 1 and 7.

X-ray topography is highly sensitive to deformations of the crystallographic planes. Deformations are evidenced on the topographs by a distortion of the shape of the grain compared to the direct image in the radiograph or the metallograph. It is striking to note that the topographic images of grains containing multiple twins undergo no or only small deformation, whereas the topographic image of grain 4 that does not contain multiple twins is highly distorted. The physical origin of multiple twins in silicon is still under discussion in the literature [13]. However, one hypothesis is that multiple twins help to relax stresses during growth. A comparison of the behavior of grains that contain multiple twins with grains without twins could support this mechanism. Further investigations are still needed to completely unveil the twin nucleation mechanism.

4. Conclusion

This work contributes to unveiling the dynamics of the grain structure establishment mc-Si. Two characterization techniques have been used to understand the formation of the grain structure of mc-Si samples grown by directional solidification: X-ray topography, which enables us to follow in situ and in real time the grain formation; and EBSD analysis, which allows the relation between the crystallographic orientation of the grain and the observed growth phenomena to be established.
It was observed that twinning is the dominant mechanism for the formation of new grains during growth. Moreover, the majority of grain boundaries issue from $\Sigma^3$ twins and few $\Sigma^9$ and $\Sigma^{27}$ boundaries were detected. Higher order twin boundaries were found to be due to two mechanisms: the encounter of two $\Sigma^3$ twins or random nucleation, the former being the predominant mechanism. The major impact of $\Sigma^3$ twin boundaries on the grain formation in multi-crystalline silicon was confirmed. As shown by several studies, these twins are considered not to be harmful to the photovoltaic properties of mc-Si [11]. However, it was observed in this work that they can be at the origin of the formation of higher order twin boundaries that are harmful for the PV properties and then cause disorder in grain structure.

Since they are the locus for all twin nucleation, $\{111\}$ facets are essential features that have to be controlled since they are involved in the nucleation of parasitic grains and/or twins. Due to twinning, subsequent grain competition occurs, modifying drastically the initial or current grain arrangement and being able to prevent the growth of a selected crystallographic orientation. This is the topic of major recent studies [18,19] because this can cause the formation of parasitic grains when one wants to grow a mono-like silicon crystal from seed. Indeed, the presence of facets promotes nucleation of twins [22,23]. It has also been shown in the present experiments that facets promote the nucleation of twins when they are at the edge of the sample or at a grain boundary groove. As a consequence, it can be concluded that, to avoid parasitic nucleation and to control grain selection during growth, the occurrence of facets and their orientation relative to the growth direction should be controlled.

Considering the importance of twinning, further studies are needed to better understand their formation mechanisms and the involvement for mc-Si growth. Among other essential issues, twin nucleation related to strains or chemical reasons should be explored as well as the effects of the processing parameters and of the thermal field at the solid–liquid interface.
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